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Abstract: The digital universe is doubling in size day by day and traffic load is increasing over the internet. To reduce the traffic load 

content delivery network (CDN) is very important. A CDN is a distributed network of servers that replicates content on a large number of 

surrogate systems placed at various locations, distributed across the world. A CDN copy content from the origin server to surrogate 

servers, scattered over the globe, keeping in mind the end goal to convey content to end-clients in a dependable and auspicious way from 

close-by ideal surrogates. Web reserves store well-known content on servers that have the best interest for the content asked. This has the 

upside of adjusting load, expanding complete limit, enhancing versatility, and giving expanded unwavering quality by redistributing the 

heap of a fizzled web server and giving server wellbeing checks. so, in this paper we explore the actual CDN. We give the brief 

introduction of Content Delivery Network. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the engendering of web, ordinarily well known web 

administrations get uncommon activity because of the huge 

client ask for made on their administrations. In such a 

circumstance, stream of movement winds up plainly 

unmanageable; accordingly, instance of demand being lost 

may high. So that, there is one normal technique which is 

utilized by content supplier to enhance the execution and 

versatility benefit. In This technique, duplicate of a similar 

content or we can state imitation set at various 

surrogate/reserve servers which is set over the system. in this 

way, client can specifically demand to the cache server or 

diverted to the closest server. This approach diminishes 

response time of the client request. 

 

Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) give benefits that 

enhance arrange execution by augmenting data transmission, 

enhancing availability and keeping up accuracy through 

content replication. They offer quick and dependable 

applications and administrations by disseminating content to 

reserve or edge servers found near clients 
[9]

. As it were, the 

concentration of CDN is for the content suppliers to ensure 

that they convey the content to customer when asked for it 

on advanced cell, shrewd gadget, or on PC. Along these 

lines, CDN conveys the data of the content as quick as 

conceivable, which is asked for by the customer. 

Arrangement methodologies are essential in light of the fact 

that proper situation of server copies benefits content 

suppliers by lessening dormancy for their customers, and 

advantages ISPs by decreasing transfer speed utilization
[1].

 

 

The main three targets for the designers and administrators 

of a content delivery network (CDN) are high unwavering 

quality, quick and predictable execution, and low working 

expense. A CDN has some blend of content delivery, request 

routing, distribution, and accounting Infrastructure. The 

content delivery framework comprises of an arrangement of 

edge servers (likewise called surrogates) that convey 

duplicates of content to end-clients. The ask for steering 

framework is mindful to guiding customer demand to 

suitable edge servers. It likewise interfaces with the 

dissemination foundation to stay up with the latest 

perspective of the content put away in the CDN stores. The 

appropriation framework moves content from the source 

server to the CDN edge servers and guarantees consistency 

of content in the stores. The distribution framework keeps up 

logs of customer gets to and records the utilization of the 

CDN servers. 

 

2. Afecting factors of CDN  
 

The concentration of CDN is for the content suppliers to 

ensure that they convey the content to customer when asked 

for it on advanced mobile phone, keen gadget, or on PC. At 

the point when a customer demands for it, the CDN 

encourages customer to get that data as quick as could be 

allowed, and furthermore diminishing the system movement 

stack that will keep running over the Internet. 

 

In, Content delivery network providers apply the charges to 

CDN customer due to the content, which is delivered to the 

client by their cache servers. The factor, which is more 

affecting to the cost of content delivery network service, 

may include: 

 

1) Cost of bandwidth 

2) Number of cache server in the network 

3) Distribution of traffic 

4) Replicated content size over the cache server  

5) Stability, reliability and security of outgoing content 

delivery 
6) Now in CDN, there are two important concepts, which 

we can say that it is a heart of CDN. 

 

3. How CDN Works 
 

The request will go and return, and the data will be 

conveyed specifically to the client. This does not look that 

convoluted, be that as it may, if there is going to be a huge 

number of clients all through the world and everyone being 

in benefit, one on one specifically by the content supplier 

that will put excessively stack on the content supplier. 

Moreover, that is going to fill up the whole Internet and the 

various remote and wired systems by person ask. To defeat 
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this issue, there must be a more efficient approach to convey 

the content. 

 

In addition, some of these contents are like movies or big 

data file. Therefore, using CDN both content download time 

and network traffic must be reduced. How it works? The 

client will ask and attempt to find some of its content in 

nearby reserving servers what's more, these cache servers 

will interface with the content supplier, get the data ahead of 

time, a portion of the more famous ones, and if a demand is 

made, at that point it will convey it to the client. Presently, a 

few data should be anticipated like which data, which sort of 

content will be required. 

 

Further, that must be moved to the reserving server ahead of 

time. In the event that, nearby reserving server conveys 

content to the client, it will be speedy and beneficial, to that 

client, as well as to each client in that nearby region. 

Accordingly, the time of conveyance of content to client, 

and the measure of system traffic in the Internet is 

diminished, in this way CDN is efficient. 

 

The part of surrogate server is to store the famous and useful 

content ahead of time. At the end of the day, the 

concentration of CDN is for the content suppliers to ensure 

that they convey the content to customer when asked for it 

on advanced mobile phone or on PC. At the point when a 

customer demands for it, the CDN encourages customer to 

get that data as quick as could reasonably be expected, and 

furthermore diminishing the system traffic stack that is 

going to keep running over the Internet.  

 
In simple words, as per Fig 1. The content provider provides 

the content to the origin server. Whole data is placed on the 

origin server. as per the user request and requirement the 

content Is distributed from the origin server to surrogates 

servers. Now, end-users are requested to the nearest 

surrogate server for their content then surrogate server 

checks that the requested data is available or not. If the data 

or content is available then it will deliver to the appropriate 

end-user. If data is not available to that server then that 

server  is get that content from the other server or origin 

server and deliver that content to the end-users. This is the 

actual procedure of the content Delivery Network. 

 
Figure 1: Content placement in CDN 

 

4. Technique in CDN 
 

Now in CDN, there are two important concepts, which we 

can say that it is a heart of CDN. 

A. Replica placement  

B. Surrogate Selection.  

Which we can understand briefly. 

 

A. Replica placement 

To manage congested and unmanageable traffic CDN 

provide a better solution for this. CDN distribute their 

surrogate server in different regions. So, The place the 

replica of the content to the surrogate server. This 

mechanism is very use full to manage the traffic load. 

Replication is nothing but the provide copy of the content. 

 

Replication is commonly employed by modern distributed 

systems to improve the communication delay experienced 

by their clients
 [5]

.Many replica placement algorithms are 

existing. In this paper, we can discuss some of algorithms. 

 

Table 1: Existing algorithms for replica placement in CDN 
Sr. 

no. 

Name of 

Algorithms 

Description 

1. Tree based 

Algorithm 
 The algorithm was originally designed for 

Web proxy cache placement, and it is also 

applicable for Web replica placement.  

 algorithm is shown to find an optimal 

placement when the underlying topologies 

are trees, and clients request from the proxy 

on the path toward the Web server, that is, 

clients cannot request from a child proxy. 

2. Greedy 

Algorithm 
 we need to choose M replicas among N 

potential sites. We choose one replica at a 

time. 

 In this algorithm, we assume that clients 

direct their accesses to the nearest replica 

one that can be reached with the lowest 

cost. 

3. Random  The random algorithm is oblivious to client 

workload, and randomly chooses M 

replicas among N potential sites from a 

uniform distribution. 

4. Hot Spot  It sorts the N potential sites according to the 

amount of traffic generated within their 

vicinity. 

 It places the replicas at the top M sites that 

generate the largest amount of traffic. 

5. Hot Zone  This algorithm that addresses the network 

region identification. network region Means 

this algorithm identify the cluster of nodes 

whose latencies to each other are relatively 

low. 
 

These are the some algorithm, which is proposed for the 

replica placement. Content provider place the replica on 

surrogate server but the main issue is on which server 

content provider provides the replica. Which is the best 

surrogate to place the replica on the network? There are 

many ways in which we can find the best surrogate to place 

the replica, which we understand in B. 

 

B. Surrogate Selection 

In this section, we talk about why surrogate selection is 

necessary. A content placement (CP) issue is quickly 

characterized as choosing which surrogates will hold the 

content. When all is said in done, it can be classified as 

push-or pull. 
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Figure 2: Stretegy of content placement 

 

1. pull-based Content Placement: 

In pull-based CP plans responsively brings content just 

when end-clients ask for it. 

 

2. push-based Content Placement: 
In pull-based Content Placement it conspires proactively 

put content onto surrogates before end-client demands 

for content. 

 

In CDN, there are number of surrogate servers in the 

network. So, if content providers provide all the content in 

all the surrogate in the network then there must be possible 

that in many network region there is no need of that content 

or there is no any user request for that content and there is 

no any use of that content. So, to select any surrogate for 

placing content replica proper surrogate should satisfy the 

following requirements: 

 

1) Be available: The surrogate should have enough free        

sessions to receive the request when any request comes 

from the client. 
2) Be reachable: The received signal strength of the 

surrogate should be strong enough to let the requested 

content arrive at the client. 
3) be satisfied: The client should be satisfied with the 

quality (such as user delay) after receiving the content 

from the surrogate. 
 

5. Focus of CDN 
 

A CDN is basically gone for  suppliers or clients who need 

to guarantee QoS to the end-clients while getting to their 

Web. The Analysis of present day, CDNs uncovers that, the 

goal of the CDN in: Reliability, Scalability, Responsiveness, 

Performance, Security.   

 

a) Reliability 

Reliabilty refers to when an administration is accessible and 

what are the limits on benefit blackouts that might be 

normal. A CDN provider can enhance customer access to 

specific contentthrough conveying it from different areas. 

 

b) Responsiveness 

While despite conceivable outstage, how soon an 

administration would begin playing out the typical course of 

operation. 

 

c) Performance 

Execution of a CDN is ordinarily portrayed by the reaction 

time (i.e. dormancy) saw by the end-clients. Moderate 

reaction time is the single most prominent supporter of 

clients' relinquishing Web locales and procedures. 

 

d) Scalability 

The fundamental business objective of a CDN is to 

accomplish scalabibility. scalability refers to the capacity of 

the framework to grow so as to deal with new and a lot of 

information, clients and exchanges with no critical decrease 

in execution. To extend in a worldwide scale, CDNs need to 

put time and expenses in provisioning extra system 

associations and foundations. It incorporates provisioning 

assets progressively to address streak swarms and shifting 

movement. A CDN should go about as a safeguard for 

activity by naturally giving limit on-request to meet the 

prerequisites of glimmer swarms. This ability permits a 

CDN to dodge exorbitant over-provisioning of assets and to 

give elite to each client. 

 

e) Security 

One of the real worries of a CDN is to give potential security 

answers for classified what's more, high-esteem. Security is 

the assurance of contentagainst unapproved access and 

change. Without legitimate security control, a CDN stage is 

liable to digital misrepresentation, distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) assaults, infections, and other undesirable 

interruptions that can injure business. A CDN goes for 

meeting the stringent necessities of physical, organize, 

programming, information and procedural security. Once the 

security necessities are addressed, a CDN can dispense with 

the requirement for expensive equipment and committed 

part to ensure content and exchanges. In agreement to the 

security issues, a CDN battle against some other potential 

hazard concerns including dissent of-benefit assaults or 

different noxious movement that may intrude on business. 

 

6. Services of CDN 
 

In CDN, content provider provides the different types of 

content on Content delivery network (CDN). Streaming 

media content, document type content, web pages, music 

related content and many other type content. This type of 

services are provided by the CDN to their end-users as 

shown in fig 3. 

 
Figure 3: Services which is provided by CDN 

 

7. Conlusion 
 

In this paper we have focused on the fundamental 

information of Internet of Things. Now a days, to get easy 

accessible content from the network as per the increasing 
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traffic load on network the content Delivery Network 

become more useful. In this paper we presents the overview 

of brief introduction of content delivery network, how 

Content delivery network works, the existing algorithms, 

services, goals. The future Content Delivery Network area is 

the combinations of Content delivery network and Cloud to 

make cloud based content delivery network. It is also 

possible that the performance, scalability, availability of 

content regarding issues in cloud which is overcome in CDN 

and infrastructure and geographical location based issues are 

overcome in Cloud. In future, Using the cloud and CDN 

together can deliver a holistic agile system. 
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